
taken no poison by her own free will. She died
at 3 a. m.
A legal investigation followed.
The contents of her stomach from the washing,

with the stomach tube, and the cocoa and milk
found in her room, were examined for poison with
negative results.
Witnesses testified that, in September, 1902, at

the time her daughter was ill, she had purchased
an ounce of arsenic. The daughter said that she
saw the powder in her room in Whitman on the
bed, floor and window sill ; that her mother put a
teaspoonful of the powder in the medicine which
had been examined by the Board of Health ; that
she knew her mother was poisoned with arsenic
and told her so, and that she
persuaded her mother in con-
sequence to join the church,
which she did, about ten days
before her death. The child is
old for her years.
Another witness testified that

Mrs. S. had on two occasions
attempted suicide by jumping
into a cistern. On each occa-
sion she regretted her act, hol-
lered for help and was fished
out. Early on one morning,
while her husband was away,
she, in her night clothes, ran
toward the river, saying that
she would drown herself. A
friend took her home. She
begged of him that he should
not inform her husband.
Several testified that for two

years she had been saying that
she and her children were being
poisoned by her husband.
It was proved that Mr. S. had

not seen her for several months
and there had been no oppor-
tunity for him to give her any
poison.

She did go to Whitman on
the trip mentioned, where"Jshc
drew some money on a check.

On her way home] she called
on a lawyer and paid him} a
retainer to defend her case.
He assured her that she would
only be fined if found guilty.
Prof. E. S. Wood examined

the specimens sent him for poi-
sons, with negative results.
The return of death was

" Cause unknown."
This woman purchased ar-

senic, put arsenic in the medi-
cine, had a chemist examine it,
told her friends that she and her
children were being poisoned,
was taken sick, sent for priest
and lawyer, told them she was
poisoned andj was going to die,
and did die.

She had burning pains in the stomach and
intestines, vomited, had retention of urine, a

dry skin, pulse quick and weak, face showing
distress, etc. What could have done it?
The case has been of interest to all who were

brought in contact with it and now I want to
know, what was the cause of death?

New Instrument

A NEW FRAME FOR THE TREATMENT OF
FRACTURES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

BY JOHN H. CUNNINGHAM, JB., M.D., BOSTON.

This fracture frame which has been in use especi-
ally on the services of Dr.Abner Post and Dr. Fran-

Fio. s.
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eis S. Watson, at the Boston City Hospital, was de-
signed for fractures of the leg, both upper and
lower, which because of their nature were diffi-
cult to hold in a corrected position during the ap-
plication and setting of a plaster cast.
It was the writer's desire to make it a mechanical

device to maintain the fractured bones in a cor-
ected position by preventing posterior bowing,
inversion or eversión, to keep the foot at right
angles with the leg, and to allow of an easy and
accurate method of approximating the ends of
the fragments and of holding them by means of
a plaster of Paris cast.

Fio. i.

Fío. b.

The apparatus (Figs. 1 and 2) consists of a pipe
frame 40 by 14 inches, with two detachable legs
13 inches high which are screwed into one end.
This frame serves as a support for a strip
of canvas about 3 inches wide and 30 inches long
(X, Figs. 1 and 2). The canvas is made with a

loop at either end, large enough to admit a %-
inch brass rod. The lower rod is held in position
by ,2 screw-eyes in the lower end of the frame
(AA, Figs. 1 and 2). The upper one is held in
position by 2 screw-eyes placed in a piece of pip-

ing which plays back and forth over the long
arms of the frame for a distance of 6 inches by
means of a thread-screw and crank (BB, Figs. 1
and 2). By the latter two devices the canvas
strip is drawn sufficiently tight to prevent sag-
ging by the weight of the leg.
The upright at the end of the frame consists of

two J-inch brass rods 11 inches long fastened into
a piece of oak (DDD, Figs. 1 and 2). This piece of
wood has a slit 8 inches by 1 inch into which there
are fitted two wooden braces perforated by i-
inch holes at corresponding points (FF, Figs. 1
and 2). The braces slide sidewise and may be

fixed at the desired point by thumb-screws (GG,
Fig. 2). The two brass rods (DD, Figs. 1 and 2)
play up and down through two holes in the upper
end of the frame, and may be held by two thumb-
screws at the desired level (HH, Figs. 1 and 2).
The canvas strip having been drawn tight,

giving a firm, straight surface to work on, it is
covered with two or three layers of sheet-wad-
ding long enough to fold up over the sole of the
foot (W, Fig. 3). The leg is placed upon it andthe normal curve at the ankle and in the popliteal
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space is padded (N, Fig. 3). Any anterior or

posterior bowing may now be corrected by plac-
ing pads at the proper points. The upright is
then raised to such a level that a round piece of
wood placed through corresponding holes in the
braces will be at the upper part of the ball of the
foot. This round of wood is placed in that hole
which will bring the foot at right angles with the
leg. The braces are now brought in contact
with the foot, one from either side, and the foot
turned to right or left as the case may be, thus
correcting any inversion or eversión and giving
the proper alignment of the big toe, inner side of
patella and anterior-superior spine of the ilium.
By setting the thumb-screws the proper relation of
these points is maintained. If extension be
necessary it is procured by some one pulling on
the foot through the upright, counter extension
being secured by the weight of the patient's
body.

These steps having been completed, anterior
or posterior deformity, toe drop, inversion or

eversión, or any overriding or lateral displace-
ment of the fragments have been corrected.
Having mechanically fixed the leg in the

desired position, the layer of sheet-wadding (W,
Fig. 3) is turned over the leg and foot and held'
by enough sheet-wadding rollers to supply the
proper amount of padding. Plaster of Paris
bandages, including the canvas strip, as well as
the leg, are then applied (Fig. 4).
After the plaster cast has been completed, the

leg is strapped to the frame by buckle-straps and
its upright and legs are removed (Fig. 5). The
frame then acts as a support to the plaster and
is left in position until the latter is hard. By
cutting the canvas in its points of attachment
to the frame, it is removed and the canvas strap
drawn out of the cast.

Besides being useful in the more difficult simple
and comminuted fractures, the apparatus has
been especially servicable in those which are

compound, requiring operation. By its means,
fractures that otherwise would have had to be
wired have been held in good position without
the introduction of a foreign body into the
bone.
When used for this latter class of cases it has

secured better immediate position; and as suffi-
cient wadding can be applied to allow for subse-
quent swelling without fear of losing the align-
ment of the leg, the patient remains- comfortable
without the plaster being split.
The dressing of a wound is rendered more easy,

as the cast is really a fracture-box, from which
the dressing can be taken and replaced without
disturbing the leg; while the ordinary plaster cast
follows the contour of the leg too closely to make
this procedure an easy one.
In the treatment of fractured femurs by ex-

tension, good results have been attained by in-
corporating the leg in plaster by the use of this
apparatus. In this class of cases special atten-
tion is paid to supplying considerable padding
over the dorsum of the foot and above the con-

dyles, and to applying the plaster so as to cause

the extension to be made from these two points.
The extension straps are incorporated in the
plaster cast, and therefore the disagreeable fea-
ture of adhesive strips applied to the skin for
extension is overcome. This method of applying
extension has been the most comfortable for the
patient and the easiest and most accurate for
the surgeon.
Another feature of the frame is that but one

person is required to apply a plaster accuratelyin the majority of cases, thus dispensing with
the necessity of holding the leg, which has always
been a disagreeable and often unsatisfactory part
of the treatment of fractures of the lower leg by
plaster-of-Paris casts.

Clinical Department
TWO UNUSUAL FORMS OF FRACTURE

—

FRAC-
TURE OF THE CAPITELLUM; FRACTURE OF
THE FIFTH METATARSAL BY INVERSION.

BT F. J. COTTON, M.D.,
Assistant Surgeon, Boston City Hospital,

AND C. T. SYLVESTER, M.D., HOXBUIIY, MASS.

Of all the almost infinite varieties of fractures
that occur some are but variants of the common
types, many arc obvious and typical enough when
found and interesting only from their rarity,
while yet others are both rare and obscure even
where they do correspond to pretty definite types.
It is this last class

—

the class we are especially li-
able to overlook or misinterpret—that it is really
important for us to know about. Common types
we all know; the utterly atypical cases we must
work out as best we can when we meet them, but
in other cases it may be only the knowledge of
the occasional occurrence of a lesion that makes
it possible for us to recognize it when it does occur.
Both the cases here recprded belong to this class ;
both presented lesions which the writers had
long been on the lookout for.

FRACTURE OF THE CAPITELLUM.
{Fractura roluli humeri partialis.)

Hahn,1 a number of years ago, described this
fracture on the basis of a post mortem on a case
observed clinically. Kocher 2 has recorded five
cases in which the diagnosis was confirmed by
operation. Wright,3 Steinthal4 and Stimson °

have each reported a case.
The fracture in all cases consists of a splitting

off of the anterior articular surface of the external
condyle

—

the face with which the head of the
radius articulates

—

described as the capitellum
(or capitulum) humeri. The fracture thus in-
volves but a portion of the total mass of the
external condyle. The fragment has no firm
attachments and hence lies practically free in the
joint. For this reason the displacement may be
forward or backward; for this reason also there

1 Hahn : Deutsche Chirurgie, Killroth and Lücke, Lief 03a, 1880, p.
728.
'Kocher: Praktisch wichtige Fracturformen. Mltth. a. d. klln, u.

mcd. Inst. d. Schwel/., Hott 10.12, ref.ln Cbl. f. Chlr., 1890,548.
»Stclnthal: Cbl. f. Chir., 181)8, xxv, p. 17.
« Stlmson : Fractures and Dislocations, 3d Ed., p. 2S6.
« Wright: Guy's Hosp. Itop., 1879,111, s. xxlv, p. 51.
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